
COMMERCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk Management, Mitigation, and Safety Management



RISK

Risk is the occurrence of events or situations that
could interfere, disrupt, damage, or result in
unexpected cost for the owner or business operating
an aircraft (or UAV) in a commercial enterprise. Risks
occur flying as an independent (i.e., CFI, crop dusting,
banner towing, etc.) Risks occur flying for a business
and require Top-Down processes to address risks.



INDEPENTDENTS OPERATORS

Many of the concepts discussed later do apply an independent commercial operator but are not as formalized in a top-down
structure. It is up to the independent operator to adhere to the very basics of good single-pilot resource management
including concepts previously discussed in lesson one. Pleaser review the P A V E and C A R E concepts.

Pilot: You must be physically and psychologically prepared to safely conduct your commercial flight. You must have made
complete preflight preparation, skill/competency to fly the aircraft and utilize onboard avionics to complete the operation,
verify weight and balance and have charts, checklists, passenger safety briefing and other documentation to safely complete
the flight.
Aircraft: You must check the maintenance logs to insure compliance with all required inspections. You must be familiar and
current in the aircraft. You must check and insure sufficient fuel and oil for the flight.
EnVironment: Weather, weather, weather! Primary and Alternate airports familiarization PRIOR to departure. Check
NOTAMS, TFRs, and ALL AIRSPACE from departure to destination.
Expectations: Know your personal minimums and if conditions indicate you might exceed thos minimi then don’t fly. If
anyone, passengers or company, tries to encourage, or threatens you to proceed when you know it is unsafe, then don’t fly.

In every risk situation under all elements of PAVE there are mitigating strategies: C A R E
Consequences: Know whit is the level of need for the flight and associated risks. If one has been identified, then look a,
Alternatives: Transfer, Eliminate(don’t fly), Accept disregarding risk, or Mitigate as best as possible.
Reality: Accept the reality that limited experience adds to the level of risk.
Expectations: Manage your passengers expectations and experiences before and throughout the flight



Formalized Risk Mitigation utilizing a Safety Management System



Safety Management Systems (SMS) play a critical role in ALL facets of formalized commercial operations.

Each of the 4 components (Safety Policy, Safety Risk Management, Safety Assurance and Promotion) set
the course for procedures in Safety Management and Assurance.

Safety Policy. Every business needs to establish and follow top-down organization of formalized policies
for safety. For instance, if a company wants to operate a charter airlines under FAR Part 135, they must
have detail policy. An FBO has flight instructors under their control, a detailed policy must be
established.
Safety Risk Management. Risks MUST formally be identified, analyzed, and controlled. Documentation
such as Excel can be used to create a Risk Assessment for identification of all known risks, probability,
severity, mitigating action/s, and ownership (who is responsible to assure mitigation).
Safety Assurance. The continuous evaluation of risk assures higher safety. The Risk Assessment is a
LIVING DOCUMENT. It is not static; rather, it is a dynamically updated as unknown risks are identified
and integrated into the assessment to maximize Safety Assurance.
Safety Promotion: Training is and company memos, newsletters and all forms of communication.
Promote safety a a key element of company culture.





SMS APPLIED TO UNMANNED SYSTEMS





BUSINESS RISK
You need to carefully analyze what it costs your to run your business. You need to determine expenses and income-
a profit and loss statement for multiple years of operation. You will have fixed and variable expenses that will
very; hopefully, income will exceed expenses with time and good management.

You need capital to start and to maintain a company. On average plan on TWO YEARS to break even if you are
starting a company. If you are an independent contractor, unless you have full funding, KEEP YOUR DAY JOB.
Operate the business as best you can on available capital and resources are available.

NEVER acquire capital by putting yourself into debt such as refinancing your home or building huge credit card
debt.

Don’t forget expense related to insurance and promotion. LIABILITY is critical. Form a Limited Liability Corporation
for you business to insure that personal assets are protected if you or your company are sued.

Learn to promote you business by “beating the street” . You must meet with people, and especially businesses to
sell your services. Know the business to whom you are selling. If you know what the need before you meet with
them it increases your chances of marketing yourself. Create and have at the ready a “BUSINESS PLAN” that shows
you know the business and have a plan.

Unfortunately 9 of 10 start up companies flail because they use “wing it”.. Don’t do that. Know what you can
handle and be able to deliver ABOVE DUSTOMER EXPECTATION.




